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Dominan e onstraints for nite tree stru tures are widely
used in several areas of omputational linguisti s in luding syntax, semanti s, and dis ourse. In this paper, we investigate algorithmi and
omplexity questions for dominan e onstraints and their rst-order theory. The main result of this paper is that the satis ability problem of
dominan e onstraints is NP- omplete. We present two NP algorithms
for solving dominan e onstraints, whi h have been implemented in the
on urrent onstraint programming language Oz. Despite the intra tability result, the more sophisti ated of our algorithms performs well in an
appli ation to s ope underspe i ation. We also show that the positive
existential fragment of the rst-order theory of dominan e onstraints
is NP- omplete and that the full rst-order theory has non-elementary
omplexity.
Abstra t.

Dominan e onstraints, omplexity, omputational linguisti s, underspe i ation, onstraint programming.
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Introdu tion

Dominan e onstraints are a popular tool for des ribing trees throughout omputational linguisti s. They allow to express both immediate dominan e (and labeling) relations and general (re exive, transitive) dominan e relations between
the nodes of a tree. In syntax, they provide for underspe i ed tree des riptions
employed in deterministi parsing [MHF83℄ and to ombine TAG with uni ation grammars [VS92℄. In underspe i ation of the semanti s of s ope ambiguities, dominan e onstraints are omnipresent. While they are somewhat impli it
in earlier approa hes [Rey93,Bos96℄, they are used expli itly in two re ent formalisms [ENRX98,Mus98℄. An appli ation of dominan e onstraints in dis ourse
semanti s has re ently been proposed in [GW98℄, and they have been used to
model information growth and partiality [MVK98℄.
Despite their popularity, there have been no results about the omputational
omplexity of solving these onstraints, i.e. of nding a tree that satis es all

given onstraints. In this paper, we remedy this situation by proving that the
satis ability problem of dominan e onstraints is NP- omplete. This result holds
for all logi al fragments between the purely onjun tive fragment and the positive
existential fragment. We present two algorithms for solving them; one involves
a nondeterministi guessing step, whi h makes it onvenient for a ompleteness
proof, but not for implementation, whereas the other gives priority to deterministi omputation steps and enumerates ases only by need. Finally, we show that
the rst-order theory over dominan e onstraints with a signature of bounded
arity is de idable and has non-elementary omplexity. The de idability result
is not new { e.g. [Rog94℄ sket hes a proof for a di erent variant of dominan e
onstraints {, but we work out the details of a transparent proof by en oding
into se ond-order monadi logi for the rst time.

Related Work. In [RVS92℄, it was shown how to solve formulae from the propositional language over (a di erent variant of) dominan e onstraints (over a di erent type of trees). There, tableau-style saturation rules for enumerating models
are presented whi h are quite similar to the ones we use here. This solution proedure terminates, but there are no omplexity results. Continuing this line of
work, [BRVS95℄ present a sets of rst-order axioms over dominan e onstraints
whi h apture ertain lasses of trees.
From an implementation perspe tive, dominan e onstraints were approa hed
rst in [DG99℄, whi h presents an implementation based on nite set onstraints.
A more advan ed version of the algorithm presented here and an implementation thereof are given [DN99℄. This implementation is also based on nite set
onstraint programming but improves that of [DG99℄.
Plan of the paper. In Se tion 2, we start out by de ning the syntax and semanti s
of dominan e onstraints. In Se tion 3, we present the solution algorithms for
dominan e onstraints and prove their soundness, ompleteness, and NP runtimes. The algorithms are rst de ned for the (purely onjun tive) language
of dominan e onstraints and extended to the other propositional onne tives
later. In Se tion 4, we omplement this result by proving NP-hardness of the
problem. In fa t, we will not really provide the details of the proof, but give a
thorough explanation of the proof idea. In Se tion 5, we turn to the de idability
and omplexity of the rst-order theory over dominan e onstraints. Se tion 6
summarizes and on ludes the paper. Some of the proofs are only sket hed; for
more details, we refer the reader to [Kol99℄.
2

Syntax and Semanti s of Dominan e Constraints

In this se tion, we de ne the syntax and semanti s of dominan e onstraints.
To this end, we rst introdu e the notion of a tree stru ture, the kind of rstorder stru ture we will interpret dominan e onstraints over. After that, it will
be straightforward to de ne the a tual syntax and semanti s. Finally, we look
brie y at onstraint graphs, a graphi al synta ti alternative.

2.1 Tree stru tures
Throughout, we take IN to be the set of positive integers and IN0 to be the set
of nonnegative integers and assume that  is a ranked signature that ontains
fun tion symbols or tree onstru tors f; g; a; b; : : : , whi h are assigned arities by
an arity fun tion ar :  ! IN0 . We further assume that  ontains at least two
onstru tors, one of whi h is nullary, and the other one of arity at least 2.
Intuitively, we want trees to be essentially the same as ground terms over  .
Formally, we rst de ne a tree domain D to be a nonempty pre x- losed subset
of IN ; i.e., the elements of D are words of positive integers. These words an
be thought of as the paths from the root of a tree to its nodes. We write the
on atenation of two words  and  0 as juxtaposition  0 .
We de ne a onstru tor tree  to be a pair (D ; L ) of a tree domain D and a

labeling fun tion

L : D ! ;
additional property that for every  2 D , k 2 D

with the
i 1  k 
ar(L ( )). A nite onstru tor tree is a onstru tor tree whose domain is nite.
Throughout, we will simply say \tree" to mean \ nite onstru tor tree".
The tree stru ture M over the tree  is a rst-order model stru ture with the
universe D and whose interpretation fun tion assigns relations over D to a
set of xed predi ate symbols. We will use the same symbols for the predi ate
symbols and their interpretations; as the latter are applied to paths and the former are applied to variables, there is no danger of onfusion. The interpretation
fun tion is fully determined by  ; so to spe ify a tree stru ture, it is suÆ ient to
spe ify the underlying tree.
In detail, the interpretation is as follows. If f 2  has arity n, the labeling
relation  :f (1 ; : : : ; n ) is true in M i L ( ) = f and for all 1  i  n,
i = i. The dominan e relation  0 is true i  is a pre x of 0 .

2.2 Syntax and Semanti s of Dominan e Constraints
With these de nitions, it is straightforward to de ne the syntax and semanti s of
dominan e onstraints. Assuming a set of (node) variables X; Y; : : : , a dominan e
onstraint ' has the following abstra t syntax:

' ::= X :f (X ; : : : ; Xn )
f 2  , n = ar(f )
j X Y
j ' ^ '0 :
We use the formula X = Y as an abbreviation for X Y ^ Y  X .
1

We will start by onsidering only this (purely onjun tive) onstraint language
and su essively allow more logi al onne tives, until we have arrived at the full
rst-order language in Se tion 5.
Satisfa tion of an atomi onstraint is de ned with respe t to a pair (M ; )
of a tree stru ture M and a variable assignment : Var ! D that assigns

nodes to the variables. This is extended to satisfa tion of arbitrary formulae in
the usual Tarskian way.
Be ause dominan e onstraints an easily be ome unreadable, we will use onstraint graphs as a graphi al devi e to represent them. They are essentially an
alternative to the original syntax of the language. Constraint graphs are dire ted
graphs with two kinds of edges: solid and dotted. The nodes of a onstraint
graph represent variables in a onstraint. Labeling onstraints are expressed by
atta hing the onstru tor to the node and drawing solid edges to the hildren;
dominan e onstraints are expressed by drawing a dotted edge between the respe tive nodes. As an example, the graph below is the onstraint graph for the
onstraint to its right.
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Solving Dominan e Constraints

Now we show that the satis ability problems of all languages over dominan e
onstraints between the (purely onjun tive) onstraint language itself and the
positive existential fragment are in NP. We rst de ne an algorithm that de ides
satis ability for the onstraint language and prove the running time, soundness,
and ompleteness. Then we present an algorithm that does the same thing, but
lends itself more easily to implementation. Finally, we extend the results to the
other propositional onne tives.
It turns out that it's a tually easier to de ne satis ability algorithms for dominan e onstraints if we additionally allow atomi onstraints of the form :X Y .
Hen e, we are going to work with this extended language of dominan e onstraints in Se tions 3.1 to 3.3.

3.1 The Algorithm
The rst algorithm pro eeds in three steps. First, we guess nondeterministi ally
for ea h pair X; Y of variables in ' if X dominates Y or not, and add the
orresponding atomi onstraint to '. This is done by the (Choi e) rule, where
or stands for nondeterministi hoi e.
(Choi e)

true

! X Y

or :X Y

In the se ond step, we saturate ' a ording to the following deterministi prop^ Y  X .

agation rules. We re all that X = Y is an abbreviation for X Y

! X X
(X o urs in ')
X Y ^ Y  Z ! X Z
X =Y ^ X :f (X ; : : : ; Xn ) ^ Y :f (Y ; : : : ; Yn ) ! Vni Xi =Yi
X :f (: : : ; Xi ; : : : ; Xk ; : : : ) ! :Xi  Xk (1  i 6= k  n)
X :f (: : : ; Y; : : : ) ! X Y
X =Y ^ X 0 :f (: : : ; X; : : : ) ^ Y V0 :gn(: : : ; Y; : : : ) ! X 0 =Y 0
X Y ^ X :f (X ; : : : ; Xn ) ^ i (:Xi  Y ) ! Y  X
In the Parent rule, f and g need not be di erent.
(Re )
(Trans)
(De omp)
(Disj)
(Dom)
(Parent)
(Child)

true



1

1

1

=1

=1

In the third step, we dete t unsatis able onstraints by applying the following
lash rules.
(Clash1) X :f (: : : ) ^ Y :g (: : : ) ^ X =Y ! false;
if f 6= g
(Clash2) X Z ^ Y  Z ^ :X Y ^ :Y  X ! false
(Clash3) X Y ^ :X Y ! false
(Clash4) X :f (X1 ; : : : ; Xi ; : : :; Xn ) ^ Xi  X ! false
After the initial guessing step, the algorithm applies all instan es of all propagation and lash rules. We all a onstraint to whi h no lash rule an be applied
lash-free, the result of applying all possible rules to a onstraint for as long
as the onstraint is lash-free its saturation, and a onstraint whi h is its own
saturation saturated. The algorithm outputs that its input is satis able if it an
nd a lash-free saturation (that is, an apply the guessing step in su h a way
that subsequent propagation and lash rules won't produ e false); otherwise, it
outputs that the input is unsatis able.
An example for appli ation of these rules is to prove the unsatis ability of

X :a ^ X Y ^ :Y  X;

where a is a nullary symbol. Appli ation of the (Child) rule adds the new onstraint Y  X . But this makes the (Clash3) rule appli able, so the algorithm
nds a lash. A really tri ky example is to prove the unsatis ability of

Y :f (Z ) ^ X :g(U ) ^ U Z ^ :X Y:
The (Dom) and (Trans) rules will give us Y  Z , X U , and X Z . Now for
the saturation to be lash-free, (Choi e) must have guessed Y  X ; for if it had
hosen :Y  X , we would get a lash with (Clash2). Similarly, (Choi e) must
have guessed :Z X , for if it had hosen Z X , we ould derive U X , whi h
produ es a lash with (Clash4). But in this ase, we an derive X Y with the
(Child) rule, whi h auses a lash with (Clash3).
It's easy to see that the algorithm terminates in NP time. As we have guessed the
dominan e relations between all variables in the rst step, the se ond step an
never onsistently add a new onstraint; either the onstraint is already known,
or it lashes, by the Clash3 rule. So we will only spend deterministi polynomial
time with the appli ation of propagation and lash rules. Note that one major
hange of the se ond algorithm below will be to allow the propagation rules to
be more produ tive.

Proposition 1 (Soundness). A satis able dominan e onstraint has a lashfree saturation.
Proof. Assume that the onstraint ' is satis able. Clearly, the guessing step of

the algorithm an add a hoi e of (possibly negated) dominan e onstraints su h
that their onjun tion '0 with ' is satis able as well; we only have to read o
whether the denotations of two variables dominate ea h other in a xed solution
of '. Now all propagation rules maintain satis ability, and the pre onditions of
all lash rules are unsatis able. Hen e, '0 is saturated and lash-free.
ut

3.2 Completeness
As usual, proving ompleteness is slightly more involved than proving soundness.
Here, we pro eed in two steps: First we show that a spe ial lass of saturated,
lash-free onstraints is satis able; then we show that every saturated, lashfree onstraint an be extended by some additional onjun ts to a saturated,
lash-free onstraint of the restri ted lass. Together, this shows ompleteness:

Proposition 2 (Completeness). A saturated and lash-free onstraint is satis able.
In identally, the proof also shows how to obtain a model for a lash-free onstraint. But rst, some terminology. We all V  V (') an equality set for ' if
Y1  Y2 in ' for all Y1 ; Y2 2 V . All variables in an equality set must be mapped
to the same node in a solution of '. A variable X is labeled in ' if there is an
X 0 su h that fX; X 0g is an equality set for ' and X 0 :f (X10 ; : : : ; Xn0 ) in ' for
some term f (X10 ; : : : ; Xn0 ). We all a onstraint ' simple if all its variables are
labeled, and if there is a so- alled root variable Y for ' su h that Y  Z in '
for all Z 2 V (').

Lemma 1 (Satis ability of Simple Constraints). A simple, saturated, and
lash-free onstraint is satis able.
Proof. It is not diÆ ult to show that for any Z 2 V ('), there is a unique
sequen e of maximal equality sets E1 ; : : : ; En that onne t the root of ' to Z
via labeling onstraints. From this, we an read o the satisfying tree stru ture
and variable assignment in a straightforward way.
ut
It remains to show that we an restri t our attention to simple onstraints. An
extension of a onstraint ' is a onstraint of the form ' ^ '0 for some '0 . We
will show how to extend a saturated, lash-free onstraint to a simple, saturated,
and lash free onstraint.
We de ne the set on' (X ) of variables onne ted to X in ' as follows:


 Y in '; Y  X not in '; not exists Z s.t.
X
on' (X ) = Y





X Z; Z Y

in '; Z

X; Y  Z not in '

Note that for this algorithm, X Y not in ' is the same as :X Y in '; it
does, however, make a di eren e for the se ond algorithm below. Intuitively, a
variable is onne ted to X if it is a \minimal dominan e hild" of X . So for
example, in

'

^ X Y ^ :Y  X ^ X Z ^ :Z X ^ Y  Z ^ :Z Y;
on'1 (X ) = fY g and on'1 (Y ) = fZg.
We all V  V (') a disjointness set for ' if for any two distin t variables
Y ; Y 2 V , Y  Y not in '. The idea is that all variables in a disjointness set
1

1

2

:= X X

1

2

an safely be pla ed at disjoint positions of a tree.

Lemma 2. If ' is saturated and X 2 V (') then for all Y1 ; Y2
set fY1 ; Y2 g is either an equality or disjointness set for '.

2

X

on' ( ),

the

For a onstraint ' and a variable X of ', Lemma 2 implies the existen e of maximal disjointness sets V  on' (X ) for '. Su h a set is onstru ted by hoosing
one representative from every maximal equality set ontained in on' (X ).
Now we an state and prove the key lemma of the ompleteness proof.

Lemma 3 (Extension by Labeling). Let ' be a onstraint and X a variable
that is unlabeled in '. Let fX1 ; : : : ; Xn g  on' (X ) be a disjointness set for
' that is maximal among all disjointness sets that are subsets of on' (X ), and
let f be a fun tion symbol of arity n. If ' is saturated and lash-free, then
' ^ X :f (X1 ; : : : ; Xn) is also saturated and lash-free.
Proof. Let '0 = ' ^ X :f (X1 ; : : : ; Xn ). Sin e we have not introdu ed new variables or dominan e relations, '0 inherits saturation with respe t to the nondeterministi guessing rule, (Re ), and (Trans) and lash-freeness with respe t to
(Clash2) and (Clash3) from '0 . The rule (De omp) is not appli able to '0 ; otherwise, X would have been labeled in '. By the same argument, the (Clash1)
rule is not appli able to '0 . The only new way to apply the (Dom) rule is to the
new labeling onstraint; but the dominan es (Dom) an derive are already in
'. The (Clash4) rule is not appli able, either: No Xi  X an be in '0 be ause
Xi 2 on' (X ). The arguments for the remaining rules are more interesting:
(Disj)

The only new way in whi h the (Disj) might apply is as follows:

X :f (X ; : : : ; Xn ) ! :Xi  Xj (i 6= j )
By assumption, fX ; : : : ; Xn g is a disjointness set
:Xi  Xj in ', i.e. '0 is saturated under (Disj).
1

1

for

'.

Hen e

(Child) The only possible ase in whi h the (Child) rule might newly apply
looks as follows:

X Y ^ X :f (X ; : : : ; Xn ) ^
1

n
^

i=1

(:Xi  Y ) ! Y  X

But sin e we have hosen fX1 ; : : : ; Xn g to be a maximal disjointness
set of on' (X ), it follows from X Y in ' that either Y  X is already
in ', or there is a 1  i  n su h that Xi  Y in ' ( ompare Lemma
2). Hen e, the (Child) rule is not appli able in any new way either.
(Parent) Finally, the only non-trivial new way in whi h to apply the (Parent)
rule looks as follows.

Xi =Z ^ X :f (: : : ; Xi ; : : : ) ^ Y :g(: : : ; Z; : : : ) ! X =Y
We show that this is not possible either: Xi =Z ^ Y :g (: : : ; Z; : : : ) may
not belong to '. We distinguish four ases depending on the positive
and negative dominan e relations between X and Y .
1. X Y in ':
(a) Y  X in ': This implies that X would have been labeled in
' whi h ontradi ts the assumption of the lemma.
(b) :Y  X in ': Be ause of (Dom) and (Trans), Y  Xi in '.
Saturation under (Trans) and (Clash4) implies :Xi  Y in '.
But this ontradi ts Xi 2 on' (X ), as Y ould take the role of
Z in the se ond line of the de nition of on' (X ).
2. :X Y in ':
(a) Y  X in ': We show that all immediate hildren of Y (i.e.
Z and all of its siblings in the labeling onstraint) do not
dominate X ; then we an apply the (Child) rule to on lude
X Y in ', whi h ontradi ts :X Y in ', i.e. the lashfreeness of ' with respe t to rule (Clash3).
Clearly, Z X not in '; for otherwise, (Trans) would imply
that Xi  X in ', whi h ontradi ts the onX (') ondition for
Xi . So let Z 0 be a sibling of Z in the labeling onstraint above.
If Z 0  X in ', then Z 0  Z in ' (by the Trans rule); but by
the (Disj) rule, :Z 0  Z in ', in ontradi tion to (Clash3).
(b) :Y  X in ': Saturation under (Trans) implies X Z in ',
and saturation under (Dom) yields Y  Z in '. This means
that (Clash2) is appli able on ', in ontradi tion to the lashfreeness of '.
ut
Corollary 1 (Redu tion to Simple Constraints). Every saturated, lashfree onstraint has a simple, saturated, lash-free extension.
Proof. Let ' be saturated and lash-free. Without loss of generality,
V ' has a root
variable (otherwise, we hoose a fresh variable X and onsider ' ^ fX Y jY 2
V (')g instead of ').
By Lemma 3, we an su essively label all variables in '. The only problem is
that the signature might not ontain a fun tion symbol for an arity we need; but
we an get around this (arti ial) problem by en oding these symbols with a
nullary symbol and one symbol of arity  2, whose existen e we have assumed.

ut
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3.3 A More Pra ti al Solution Algorithm
The algorithm we have just presented is onvenient from a theoreti al perspe tive, but from a pra ti al perspe tive, it's totally useless. Let's onsider an example from s ope underspe i ation for illustration. The onstraint graph in Fig. 1
represents a dominan e onstraint des ribing the readings of the ambiguous senten e (1).
(1) Every man loves a woman.
This onstraint has 14 variables; so the algorithm will onsider 2196 or about
1059 alternatives in the guessing step, whi h of ourse is way too mu h to sear h
through deterministi ally.
A more pra ti ally feasible satis ability algorithm is inspired by onstraint programming [KN99a℄. We repla e the nondeterministi guessing rule (Choi e) by
two distribution rules. The appli ation strategy is to apply propagation and
lash rules for as long as possible; only when no su h rule is appli able, a single
appli ation of a distribution rule takes pla e.


(Re ) (Trans) (De omp) (Child)
Propagation rules from Se t. 3.1
(Disj) (Dom) (Parent)

(Clash1) (Clash2)
Clash rules from Se t. 3.1
(Clash3) (Clash4)
(Distr1)
(Distr2)

X Z ^ Y  Z ! X Y or Y  X Wn
X Y ^ X :f (X ; : : : ; Xn ) ! Y  X or i Xi  Y
1

=1

Proving soundness of the modi ed algorithm is a trivial extension of the original
soundness proof. The ompleteness proof has exa tly the same stru ture as the
one above, but the details of the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 3 have to be hanged.

On the example (1), the new algorithm will alternate between propagation steps
and single appli ations of the (Distr1) rule. The rst appli ation of this rule will
be to X5 and X9 . The algorithm terminates after a total of three appli ations
of (Distr1); this means that the sear h spa e has a size of at most eight.
As it stands, the se ond algorithm an be implemented with reasonable eÆien y, but it's still not perfe t for the appli ation to s ope underspe i ation,
mainly be ause it is based on the wrong set of atomi onstraints ( and : );
using  , inequality 6=, and disjointness ? (two nodes are disjoint if they don't
dominate ea h other) would be better. A more advan ed version of the se ond
algorithm whi h takes this into a ount and runs even more eÆ iently is de ned
in [DN99℄.
Alternatively, an implementation of a dominan e onstraint solver an be based
on nite set onstraints. This was rst suggested in [DG99℄ and is worked out
e.g. in [KN99b℄. [DN99℄ ompares these two fundamental alternatives to implementing dominan e onstraint solvers in terms of runtimes and sear h spa es.
An implementation of the set onstraint based solver an be found on the WWW
at http://www. oli.uni-sb.de/ l/proje ts/ horus/demo.html.

3.4 Larger logi al languages
The algorithms we have de ned so far solve dominan e onstraints that are
pure onjun tions of labeling, dominan e, and negated dominan e onstraints.
We now extend them to allow in addition disjun tions and, later, negations
in formulae over these atomi onstraints. Positive o urren es of existential
quanti ers an always be added, as they make no di eren e for satis ability.
The proofs for this se tion are simple and will be omitted.
In a nondeterministi setting, it is easy to deal with disjun tions ; all we have to
do is to go through the formula re ursively and guess for ea h disjun tion whi h
disjun t an be satis ed. In this way, we produ e a onjun tion that we an feed
into the original algorithm. It is easily shown that a formula ' of disjun tions
and onjun tions over dominan e onstraints is satis able i there is a hoi e of
a disjun t that has a lash-free saturation.
The only diÆ ulty in handling negations is to deal with negated labeling onstraints, as a formula ontaining negations an learly be redu ed to an equivalent one where the only negations are single negations of atomi formulae, and
we already know what to do with negated dominan e onstraints. We an get
rid of negated labeling onstraints as well by repla ing them with satis ability equivalent formulae that do not ontain negated labeling onstraints. If the
signature is nite, we an repla e a onstraint :X :f (X1 ; : : : ; Xn ) by
0
1
!
n
_
_
00
0
0
00
00

A
X :g(X1 ; : : : ; Xar(g) ) _ X :f (X1 ; : : : ; Xn ) ^ :Xi =Xi ;

i=1

g6=f 2

where the Xi and Xi are fresh variables. Now all we need to show is that a
negated labeling onstraint ' is satis ed by a pair (M; ) i its en oding '0 is
satis ed by (M; 0 ), where 0 agrees with on 's domain.
0

00

This onstru tion does not work for in nite signatures sin e the rst disjun tion
would be ome in nite. Ex ept in pathologi al ases, however, negated labeling
onstraints an be eliminated in this ase as well, at the pri e of additional ase
distin tions.
Taking all the results from this se tion together, we have shown:

Proposition 3. The satis ability problem of the positive existential fragment
over dominan e onstraints (and, of ourse, all smaller languages) is in NP.
4

NP-Hardness of Dominan e Constraints

As we just have seen, the satis ability problems of all languages over dominan e
onstraints whi h are sublanguages of the positive existential fragment are in
NP. In this se tion, we omplement this result by showing that even for purely
onjun tive dominan e onstraints, this problem is NP-hard. To this end, we
redu e the 3SAT problem to the satis ability problem of dominan e onstraints.
We only sket h the proof, as the main onstru tion is quite intuitive, and further
details provide no further insight. Together with the result from the previous
se tion, we obtain the following result:

Theorem 1. The satis ability problems of all logi al languages over dominan e
onstraints between the (purely onjun tive) onstraint language and the positive
existential fragment are NP- omplete.
3SAT, a lassi al NP-hard problem, is the satis ability problem of propositional
formulae in onjun tive normal form where every onjun t is a disjun tion of
exa tly three literals. This spe ial type of onjun tive normal form is alled
3-CNF.
formulae
= C1 ^ : : : ^ C m
lauses Ci = Li1 _ Li2 _ Li3
literals Lij = Xk or :Xk :
We assume that the variables that o ur in are X1 ; : : : ; Xn .
The redu tion is by en oding formulae in 3-CNF as satisfa tion equivalent dominan e onstraints. The entral problem that we must over ome is to model
lauses without using disjun tions. We do this by using dominan e triangles,
sub onstraints whose graphs look like this:



f X

f X
f X

f X
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If (M ; ) is a solution of su h a onstraint, then must map exa tly one of the
variables X2 ; X3 ; X4 to the same node as X1 be ause (X2 ) must be a pre x of
(X1 ), whi h in turn must be a pre x of (X4 ). We an exploit this e e t to
model three-way disjun tion { just what we need to en ode a lause.
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An en oding of (X1 _ :X2 _ X3 ) ^ (:X1 _ X2 _ X3 ) as a dominan e onstraint.

4.1 An Example of the Redu tion
As an example of a 3-CNF formula, onsider the following formula :
(2) (X1 _ :X2 _ X3 ) ^ (:X1 _ X2 _ X3 )
The onstraint graph in Fig. 2 represents the dominan e onstraint ' whi h is
the en oding of . We are drawing the onstraint graph in a somewhat simpli ed
manner by leaving away all labels of inner nodes and most variable names; all
inner nodes should be read as being labeled with a xed binary onstru tor f .
The signature we use is ff :2; true:0; false:0g, but the proof remains valid if the
signature ontains more labels.
We laim that ' is satis able i
is satis able. To understand this, let us take
a loser look at the various parts of the diagram.
The lower left part of the graph (below the node S ) holds a variable assignment:
For ea h of the variables Xk that o ur in , there is one node. In a solution,
ea h of these nodes must be labeled with either true or false, but not both.
We an view as a onstraint on admissibility of variable assignments by alling
a variable assignment admissible if it satis es . Ea h lause imposes su h a
restri tion on the variable assignments; within a lause, we have a hoi e between
three di erent options for satisfying the onstraint.
The dominan e onstraint expresses the very same thing.

b
b

b

Be ause it is part of a dominan e triangle, C1 must be identi ed with one of the
L1j in any solution. But on e we have identi ed C1 with one of the three L1j ,
we have de ided whi h of the lause C1 's literals we want to satisfy: The right
daughter of the hosen L1j node is identi ed with S , some entries in the variable
assignment subtree may be skipped, and then a value restri tion is imposed on
one of the variables Xk . In the example, L11 for es the label of X1 to be true;
L12 for es the label of X2 to be false; et . We have imposed a onstraint on
the variable assignment that is obviously equivalent to that imposed by the rst
lause in .
The se ond lause is represented in a similar way: The dominan e triangle between L21 , C2 , and L23 allows a hoi e whi h literal of this lause we want to
satisfy. Whi hever literal we pi k, its right daughter rst skips the entry for C1
(identifying S with one of the S2j ), and then it sele ts a variable entry and
imposes a value onstraint.
An important detail of this en oding is the presen e of more nodes than just
the Ci in the main bran h of the graph (for example, there are two additional
nodes between C1 and C2 in the onstraint graph). These nodes are \rubbish
dumps" whi h an be used to store unneeded material in su h a way that it won't
interfere with anything else. Suppose we identi ed C1 and L12 in a solution of '.
Then L11 will be identi ed with the left daughter of C1 , and L13 will be identi ed
with the mother of C1 . Clearly, we do not want any other part of the onstraint
to say anything about the right hild of C1 's mother be ause otherwise, we
might run into unne essarily unsatis able dominan e onstraints. This means
that above ea h Ci node, we need two additional nodes to drop material from
the identi ation pro ess. We do not need any additional nodes below the Ci
be ause the unne essary material is then a left hild of the sele ted literal node
and an safely be stored below Ci 's left daughter.

4.2 The Redu tion in the General Case
Now that we have made the intuition lear, we de ne the en oding in a more
systemati way.
We build the onstraint graph that orresponds to ' from the \building blo ks"
in Fig. 3. Larger building blo ks an in lude several opies of smaller building
blo ks. For most of the building blo ks, we have spe i ed with arrows an upper
and a lower atta hment site where it an be omposed with other blo ks by
identifying the two atta hment sites; we write su h ompositions as trees whose
labels are the two building blo ks. Furthermore, we take a blo k with a supers ript s (su h as Skip with supers ript i 1 in Xi ) to mean s-fold omposition
of building blo ks. So we want the Xi blo k to onsist of i 1 o urren es of
Skip blo ks and two additional nodes that are immediate hildren of the lowest
atta hment site in the sequen e of Skips, the left of whi h is labeled with true.
It is easy to see that the onstraint graph from the previous se tion was built
a ording to this s heme. The overall stru ture onsists of m entries for the
lauses, below whi h n Skip blo ks hold a variable assignment. Within ea h
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Building blo ks for the en oding of 3SAT as a dominan e onstraint.

Ci

blo k, there is a dominan e triangle that allows the sele tion of a literal,
together with a suÆ ient number of SkipC blo ks to skip lower lauses. Finally,
the en oding of a literal sele ts a propositional variable and imposes a value
restri tion.
The intuitive explanation from the beginning of this se tion should make lear
that this en oding is orre t. For a formal proof, we an en ode valuations satisfying a 3-CNF formula as tree stru tures and variable assignments satisfying
the en oding of , and vi e versa. The gory details of this onstru tion an be
found in [Kol99℄.
5

The First-Order Theory of Dominan e Constraints

In the se tions so far, we have fo used on propositional languages over dominan e
onstraints. Now we allow all propositional and rst-order onne tives (over
the same set of atomi onstraints) and onsider the validity problem of rstorder formulae  over dominan e onstraints. We rst show a dire t proof of

the de idability of this problem for the ase of bounded arity by redu tion to
se ond-order monadi logi . Afterwards, we show that the problem has nonelementary omplexity by redu ing the equivalen e problem of regular languages
with omplement to it. Both results hold true for validity both over nite and
over arbitrary trees.

5.1 Redu tion to Se ond-Order Monadi Logi
In this se tion we assume a ( nite or in nite) signature with a bound n on the
arities of the fun tion symbols. We show how to redu e the theory of dominan e
onstraints to S (n + 1)S , the se ond-order monadi theory of n + 1 su essor
fun tions. The redu tion arries over verbatim to WS (n + 1)S , so niteness of
the trees doesn't make a di eren e.
The language of S (n + 1)S ontains rst-order variables x; y; z; : : : and se ondorder monadi variables (i.e., variables denoting sets) X; Y; Z; : : : , a binary relation symbol 2, a onstant , and for every 0  i  n, a unary fun tion symbol i.
The universe of the orresponding stru ture is the set f0; : : : ; ng of words over
the alphabet f0; : : : ; ng, where  denotes the empty word, and a fun tion symbol
i is interpreted as i(w) = wi. The formula x 2 X is true i the denotation of x
is ontained in the denotation of X . The theory S (n + 1)S is the set of all losed
formulae valid in this stru ture. The theory WS (n +1)S is de ned by restri ting
the denotation of monadi se ond-order variables to nite sets. The de idability
of these theories has been established in [TW68℄ for the ase of WS (n + 1)S
and [Rab69℄ for the ase of S (n + 1)S . A fun tion appli ation i(x) is usually
written as x:i.
We en ode tree stru tures as the denotations of set variables X . Both are sets of
words, and we an easily express losure under pre x and left brother; the only
hallenge is how to en ode labels and arities. Below, we will rst write down an
S (n + 1)S formula that hara terizes (en odings of) tree stru tures. On e this
is done, we an easily en ode dominan e and labeling onstraints.
We assume that the fun tion symbols of a given arity k are numbered 1; 2; : : :
if there are in nitely many symbols of arity k and 1; : : : ; ak if there are only
nitely many. If there are in nitely many fun tion symbols of arity k , we write
ak = 1.
We en ode a tree  as the following nite subset of f0; : : : ; ng :

T = f0i j  2 D ; i   ()g
In words, we represent  as a set T of words in S (n + 1)S by rst requiring that
all words in the tree domain of  are also in T . Then we add 0-su essors to
signify the label: The label of the node  of  is represented by the arity of the
node  together with the length of the string of 0's atta hed to  in T . That is,

instead of requiring that the label should determine the arity of a node, we only
have to make sure that the label whi h is indi ated by the arity and the zeroes
really exists (i.e. there are at most ak zeroes).

We en ode a losed rst-order formula  over dominan e onstraints as a losed
monadi se ond-order formula ontaining a se ond-order variable X whi h denotes the en oding T of a tree model  . To this end, we rst axiomatize the
general stru ture of an T :

tree(X ) = 8x
^ 8x

^

(x:i 2 X

! x 2 X)

(3)

(x:i 2 X

! x:(i

(4)

i=0;:::;n
^

i=2;:::;n

1) 2 X )

^ 8x((x ^
2 X ^ :9y x = y:0) ! x:0 2 X )
x:0:i 62 X )
^ 8x(

(5)
(6)

i=1;:::;n

^ 8x(x:^
1 62 X ! x:0a0 62 X )
(x:i 2 X ^ x:(i + 1) 62 X ! x:0a
^ 8x
+1

i +1

1

i=1;::: ;n
ai <

62 X )

(7)
(8)

(In this formula, the expression x:(n + 1) 62 X should be read as true.)
The formula rst says that X is a tree, that is, pre xed- losed (formula 3) and
losed under left brother (formula 4). By formula 5, every \proper" tree node,
that is, a word not ending on 0, has to be labeled. Formula 6, together with 3,
ensures that x0w 2 X then w 2 f0g . Finally, the onsisten y of the label of
a node with its number of hildren (in the sense dis ussed above) is expressed
by formula 7 for the ase of nullary fun tion symbols, and by formula 8 for
non-nullary fun tion symbols.
To omplete our translation, we need another auxiliary predi ate, treenode(x),
whi h expresses that x is a \proper tree node" (i.e. not part of the en oding of a
label). More exa tly, under the assumption that tree(X ) holds, we will get that
treenode(x) holds exa tly when x 2 X and x 2 f1; : : : ; ng :

treenode(x)

x 2 X ^ :9y x = y:0
The pre x predi ate is expressed in S (n + 1)S as usual:


^
(8z:z:i 2 X ! z 2 X )) ! x 2 X
prefix(x; y) := 8X (y 2 X ^
:=

i=0;::: ;n

Finally, we en ode an arbitrary rst-order formula  over the dominan e onstraints as an S (n + 1)S -formula X by
1. relativizing all quanti ers by the predi ate treenode();
2. repla ing x y by prefix(x; y );
3. repla ing x:f (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) by labelf (x; x1 ; : : : ; xn ),
where we de ne

labelf (x; x ; : : : ; xn ) =
1

^

i=1;::: ;n

xi = x:i ^ x:0f 2 X ^ x:0f 62 X ^ x:(n + 1) 62 X
+1

Theorem 2. A rst-order formula  over dominan e onstraints is valid in
the lass of all (resp. nite) tree stru tures i the following formula is valid in
S (n + 1)S (resp. WS (n + 1)S )):

8X (tree(X ) ! X )
onsisting of a onstant a and a binary f , the following

Using the signature
formula is valid over nite trees but not valid over in nite trees:

8X; Y; Z (X :f (Y; Z ) ! 9V (V :a ^ X V ))
Correspondingly, the following S 3S -formula is valid in WS 3S but not in S 3S :
8X (tree(X ) ! 8x; y; z (treenode(x) ^ treenode(y) ^ treenode(z ) ^
labelf (x; y; z ) ! 9v(treenode(v) ^ labela(v) ^ prefix(x; v))))
Corollary 2. The theory of rst-order formulae over dominan e onstraints
with a signature of bounded arity is de idable.
5.2 The First-Order Theory is Non-Elementary
We re all that a problem has non-elementary omplexity if there is no algorithm
for it running in time bounded by expk (n) for any k , where exp0 (n) = n and
expk+1 (n) = 2exp (n) (see, for instan e, [Joh90℄ for a survey).
k

Theorem 3. The rst-order theory of dominan e onstraints has non-elementary omplexity, both in the ase of the nite tree models and in the ase of
arbitrary tree models.
Re all that we have assumed the signature to ontain at least a onstant and a
binary fun tion symbol. We show this theorem by a redu tion of the following
lassi al problem:

Theorem 4 (Sto kmeyer and Meyer, [SM73℄). The problem whether two
regular expressions formed with 1; 2, on atenation, union and omplement (interpreted with respe t to f1; 2g) denote the same set is non-elementary.
We de ne our syntax of regular expressions as

R

j R [ R j R R j :R
The language de ned by the regular expression R is alled LR .
Given two variables X and Y , we translate a regular expression R of this lass
into a formula ' R (X; Y ) with free variables fX; Y g. Roughly, ' R (X; Y ) expresses that in any of its solutions, X dominates Y , and the path between the
two nodes is in LR .
[ ℄

::= 1

j

2

[ ℄

' (X; Y ) = 9Z (X :f (Y; Z ))
' (X; Y ) = 9Z (X :f (Z; Y ))
' R1 [R2 (X; Y ) = ' R1 (X; Y ) _ ' R2 (X; Y )
' R1 R2 (X; Y ) = 9Z (' R1 (X; Z ) ^ ' R2 (Z; Y ))
' :R (X; Y ) = X Y ^ :' R (X; Y )
[1℄

[2℄

[

℄

[

[

℄

℄

[

[

[

℄

℄

[

℄

℄

[ ℄

The following formula says that a tree is (an approximation of) the full binary
tree. More pre isely, if  is a tree satisfying Bin, all of its inner nodes must be
labeled with f and all of its leaves must be labeled with a.

Bin = 8X (X :a _ 9Y 9Z X :f (Y; Z ))
Proposition 4. For any tree stru ture M and variable assignment ,

M; j= Bin ^ ' R (X; Y ) i

exists v 2 LR : (Y ) = (X )  v:

[ ℄

Proof. This is proven by indu tion on R. The only non-trivial ase is the omplement. Let (M; ) satisfy Bin. Then
M; j= '[:R℄ (X; Y )
, M; j= X Y ^ :'[R℄ (X; Y )
by de nition
, (X ) (Y ) and :9v 2 LR (Y ) = (X )  v by indu tion
, 9v 2 L[:R℄ (Y ) = (X )  v
()
The step () is justi ed by the fa t that in a solution of Bin, (X ) (Y ) i
there is a word v 2 f1; 2g with (Y ) = (X ) v , and that su h a v is unique. u
t

We an nally redu e the equivalen e problem of regular expressions to the
theory of dominan e onstraints:

Lemma 4. Let R1 and R2 be regular expressions, I the lass of in nite tree
models and F the lass of nite tree models. Then we have that
(9)
LR1 = LR2
, I j= Bin ! (8X8Y (' R1 (X; Y ) $ ' R2 (X; Y ))
(10)
, F j= Bin ! (8X8Y (' R1 (X; Y ) $ ' R2 (X; Y )
(11)
Proof. (9) ) (10) : If LR1 = LR2 then, by Proposition 4, the formulae ' R1 and
' R2 are equivalent in any model of Bin.
(10) ) (11) : Immediate sin e F  I .
(:9) ) (:11) : Let v 2 LR1 LR , and let  be the binary tree of depth
length(v); that is, all nodes of depth < length(v) are labeled with f , and all
nodes of depth length(v ) are labeled with a. M , together with the variable
assignment fX 7! ; Y 7! vg, satis es ' R1 but not ' R2 , as a onsequen e of
Proposition 4.
ut
[

℄

[

[

℄

[

℄

℄

[

[

℄

2

[

℄

[

℄

℄
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Con lusion

In this paper, we have analyzed the omplexity of various logi al languages over
dominan e onstraints. We have shown that the satis ability problems of all
languages between the purely onjun tive onstraint language and the positive
existential fragment are NP- omplete. We have presented two algorithms for
solving dominan e onstraints, the se ond of whi h has been implemented and
works well for real-world examples. Finally, we have presented a new proof of the
de idability of the rst-order theory of dominan e onstraints with signatures
of bounded arity by en oding it into (W )SnS , and we have shown that its
omplexity is non-elementary.
From a pra ti al perspe tive, the most important of the logi al languages over
dominan e onstraints we have onsidered here is the purely onjun tive onstraint language. Despite the NP-hardness result we have derived for this language, there are implementations that de ide satis ability very eÆ iently for
onstraints from s ope underspe i ation. These implementations are either advan ed variants of the se ond algorithm presented here or based on nite set
onstraints; either way, they follow the \propagate and distribute" strategy advo ated by onstraint programming.
The observation that the general intra tability does not a e t the behaviour
of a tual implementations suggests that the linguisti ally relevant dominan e
onstraints all belong to a sub lass with an easier satis ability problem, and
that our algorithm exploits this automati ally. The NP-hardness proof in this
paper an be invalidated by only onsidering normal onstraints, whi h ontain
an inequality onstraint between any two variables for whi h they ontain a
labeling onstraint; but inequality onstraints an be used to build another NPhardness proof. So an exa t hara terization of this sub lass is an open problem.
We would like to thank Manuel Bodirsky for implementing dominan e onstraints in Oz and Denys Du hier for having provided us with the idea of
doing so via nite set onstraints. It is a pleasure to thank all members (student or not)
of the CHORUS proje t. The resear h reported here was supported by the SFB 378 at
the Universitat des Saarlandes and the Esprit Working Group CCL II (EP 22457).
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